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.com/bg/aem-forms/kb/hung-thread-after-deploying-aem-6-0-forms-fp1-on-websphere-8-5-5.html . If you're on XP, you'll need to start the program with Admin rights. Q: how to send response back to same page? Currently I'm using HTML5 with javascript. My problem is that after the form is posted, I don't know how to redirect to the same page. I tried: window.location.replace('mypage'); window.location.href ='mypage'; window.location.reload();
but none of them works, they just redirect me to my login page. What is the correct way to redirect to mypage? A: Using window.location.replace() will not work in all browsers and even if it did, it would redirect to the URL specified by the replacement string. If you want to redirect to the same URL after a form post, then you would have to use a server-side language. EDIT: in response to comments Yes, of course it is possible. The redirect itself is

just a stateful part of the response; that is, when you redirect the response doesn't start again at the top; it just carries on from where it was. You can do this using any of the mechanisms I mentioned in my answer. As far as I know, there is no standard mechanism for serving static content in a RESTful API, so there is no standard way of finding out what to serve. Most server-side languages, however, have a "404" page for when you try to access a
resource that doesn't exist. You could emulate this, but it would be a lot more effort and you'd probably have to code it yourself. You could send a response with status 404 and an error message telling the browser to try loading the original URL. That's a bad idea, because the user will have to have JavaScript enabled and you may not be able to make it as clear as you like. de los EUA. La semana pasada se conoció que el Gobierno argentino mantuvo

una reunión con el jefe del Opus Dei, Joaquín Pérez, en la que le pedían que 2d92ce491b
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